
“The Meadow.” The backstop was good,
the shooters’ location could handle
more people than I could imagine ever
attending, and it was only about 200

yards down a reasonably solid gravel
driveway from the county road. I was
disappointed we only had about 700
yards instead of the nearly 900 at the
previous location, but it was so much
better in other ways that I was willing
to accept the tradeoff.

I needed a name for the event and a
website. I finally settled on “Boomer
Shoot.” This was because the fireworks
industry calls fireworks that explode
“boomers.” I had read a lot of fireworks
books in my scores of attempts to create

reactive targets that were safe to build
and deploy, but easily detonated by
rifle. We were shooting at boomers, so
the event, logical engineer that I am,
obviously should be called “Boomer
Shoot.” I obtained the domain name
boomershoot.org and created the web-
site. All entrants had to have an email
address and web access to attend. The
event could not require me to send out
snail mail and deal with a lot of paper. I
resisted for several years but the domain
name, boomershoot, became how peo-
ple spelled the name of the event.
Boomer Shoot became Boomershoot.

Learning from the first event, I used
half-pint milk cartons for the target con-
tainers. These opened up much wider
and were much easier to fill. I used the
tailgate of my pickup and a folding table
setup in the middle of The Meadow to
make my targets. Still, it took much
longer than I anticipated. I got help from
one of my friends from Microsoft and
we stopped building targets when we
had about 100 targets for the 25 people

who showed up. Many of them showed
up on Saturday for Eugene’s very well re-
ceived precision rifle clinic, then shot in
the main event on Sunday.

The weather cooperated much bet-
ter in 1999. It didn’t start raining until
the last shooter had packed up and was
driving away. I cleaned up and picked
up the table, mixing equipment, cau-
tion tape, wooden marker stakes, and
hauled off the trash with the help of son
James and some of his friends. We got
very cold, wet, and muddy, but the par-
ticipants had a great time.

I scheduled another event for July of
1999. The weather was awesome. It was
bone dry but not excessively hot.  I had
one target from a cigar box that had the
equivalent of about five of the normal
targets. I placed it 700 yards away. Peo-
ple shot at it all morning without hit-
ting it. It wasn’t until midafternoon that
it was detonated. It was really loud. It
was so loud that it brought new specta-
tors from 5 miles away. I was pleased
with the weather and shooting condi-
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Putting out an out-of-control fire during
Boomershoot 1999.

Tannerite® was invented in 1996 to be used as a long-
range shot indicator; shortly after Daniel J. Tanner ob-
tained design and utility patents. Now greatly expand-
ed, Tannerite® is legal in all 50 states and makes the 
safest and most stable binary exploding targets on the 
market. To achieve this level of quality, all targets are 
made in the U.S.A. with the finest materials available.
 Tannerite® was specifically designed to be safe and 
nonflammable in any way, whether it’s sitting on a 
shelf, being mixed or used. When shot with a high-
power rifle it produces a water vapor and a thunderous boom. Tannerite® is the target of 
choice for hunters, law enforcement, and U.S. armed services. Our company ships prod-
uct across the United States and to many other countries around the world. Look for your 
local dealer on www.tannerite.com to purchase Tannerite® Brand Binary Exploding Tar-
gets.
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